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Glossary
This glossary of commonly used terms is mainly compiled from the glossaries of three
recent major projects: Southern North Sea Sediment Transport Study (HR Wallingford et
al, 2002), Coastal Habitat Management Plans (Royal Haskoning et al., 2003) and
Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002).
Accretion
The addition of newly deposited sediment vertically and/or horizontally.
Aeolian transport
The transport of sediment particles by wind.
Amphidromic point
The centre of an amphidromic system; a nodal point around which a standing-wave
crest rotates once each tidal period.
Amphidromic system
A tidal system, usually in an enclosed basin, where the tidal wave crest moves around a
fixed point during each tidal period.
Amplitude
Half the peak to trough range of a wave (water wave or sedimentary wave).
Astronomical tide
The predicted tide levels and character that would result from the gravitational effects of
the earth sun and moon without any atmospheric influences.
Backshore
Area above high water that can be affected by coastal processes.
Bar
An elongate deposit of sand, shingle or silt, occurring slightly offshore from the beach.
Sometimes the bar may be parallel and/or attached to the shoreline.
Bathymetry
Topography of the sea floor.
Beach
A deposit of non-cohesive material (e.g. sand, gravel) situated on the interface between
dry land and the sea (or other large expanse of water) and actively ‘worked’ by presentday hydrodynamic processes (i.e. waves, tides and currents) and sometimes by winds.
Beach profile
Cross-section perpendicular to the shoreline. The profile can extend from any selected
point on the backshore or top of the beach into the nearshore.
Beach recharge / replenishment
The process of using sediment sourced from elsewhere to replenish or supplement the
existing sediment volume of a beach.
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Bedforms
Features on the sea bed (e.g. sand waves, ripples) resulting from the movement of
sediment over it.
Bedload
Sediment particles that travel near or on the bed.
Bed shear stress
The way in which waves and currents transfer energy to the sea bed.
Berm
A ridge located to the rear of a beach, just above mean high water. It is marked by a
break of slope at the seaward edge.
Biogenic
Term applied to material, processes or activities of living or once-living organisms.
Something is biogenic if it has more than 30% of material derived from organisms.
BP
Before Present – relates to dates before the present day.
Breakwater
A protective structure of stone or concrete used to break the force of waves, and afford
protection from their erosive power.
CD
Chart Datum – a datum or plane to which depths or heights are referred (Lowest
Astronomical Tide).
Clay
Fine-grained sediment with a typical particle size of less than 0.002 mm.
Climate change
Refers to any long-term trend in mean sea level, wave height, wind speed etc.
Closure depth
The depth that represents the ‘seaward limit of significant depth change’, but is not an
absolute boundary across which there is no cross-shore sediment transport.
Coastal currents
Those currents that flow roughly parallel to the shore and constitute a relatively uniform
drift in the deeper water adjacent to the surf zone. These currents may be tidal,
transient, wind driven or associated with the distribution of mass in local waters.
Coastal defence
General term used to encompass both protection against coastal erosion and defence
against flooding from the sea.
Coastal protection
Relates to the threat of erosion (but can also relate to wave overtopping or
encroachment by the sea).
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Coastal processes
Collective term covering the action of natural forces on the shoreline and nearshore sea
bed.
Coastal squeeze
Narrowing of the intertidal zone due to the prevention of its natural landward migration in
response to sea-level rise, e.g. by permanent barriers (human-built or natural).
Cohesive sediment
Sediment containing a significant proportion of clays, the electromagnetic properties of
which causes the particles to bind together.
Coriolis effect
Apparent force acting upon moving particles resulting from the earth’s motion. It causes
moving particles to be deflected to the right in the northern hemisphere, and to the left in
the southern.
Crest
Highest point on a beach face, bedform or wave.
Cross-shore
Perpendicular to the shoreline. Also referred to as shore normal.
Current
Flow of water generated by a variety of forcing mechanisms (e.g. waves, tides, wind).
Current meter
An instrument for measuring the velocity of a current.
Cuspate foreland
A large triangular area of coastal deposition, often characterised by many shingle ridges.
Datum
Any position or element in relation to which others are determined.
Deflation
The removal of material from a land surface by wind-driven processes.
Dispersion
The separation of waves by virtue of their differing rates of movement.
Diurnal
Having a period of a tidal day 24.84 hours.
Drift-aligned
A coastline that is orientated obliquely to prevailing incident wave fronts.
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Dynamic equilibrium
A state of balance between environmental conditions acting on a landscape and the
resisting earth material which themselves fluctuate around an average that is itself
gradually changing.
Ebb tide
The falling tide, immediately following the period of high water and preceding the period
of low water.
Embankment
A linear mound of earth that stretches some distance along the coast that protects the
hinterland from flooding.
Embayment
A concave shoreline plan shape between rocky headlands, sometimes with only a
narrow entrance.
Embryonic dunes
A mound of wind blown sand accumulating around the high water level and often
colonised by pioneer vegetation.
Episodic
Composed of a series of discrete events rather than as a continual process.
Erosion
Wearing away of the land or sea bed by natural forces (e.g. wind, waves, currents,
chemical weathering).
Eustatic
Changes in global sea-level caused either by tectonic movements or growth and decay
of glaciers.
Extreme
The value expected to be exceeded in a given (long) period of time.
Fetch
Distance of water surface over which the wind acts to produce waves.
Flocculation
The change which takes place when the dispersed phase of a colloid (e.g. clay particles
in suspension) forms a series of discrete particles which are capable of settling out from
the dispersion medium (e.g. water).
Flood tide
The rising tide, immediately following the period of low water and preceding the period of
high water.
Foreshore
A morphological term for the lower shore zone/area on the beach that lies between
mean low and high water.
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Glaciation
The covering of a landscape or larger region by ice; an ice age.
Glacial
Products of, or deposited by, or derived from a glacier.
GPS – Global Positioning System
A navigational and positioning system by which the location of a point on or above the
earth can be determined by a special receiver at the point interpreting signals received
simultaneously from a constellation of satellites.
Gravel
Loose, rounded fragments of rock larger than sand but smaller than cobbles. Material
larger than 2 mm (as classified by the Wentworth scale used in sedimentology).
Greenhouse effect
The absorption and re-emission of infrared radiation, emitted from the earth, by
Greenhouse gases, acting to warm the atmosphere. This is a naturally occurring
process, but the levels of warming change with atmospheric greenhouse gas
concentrations.
Greenhouse gas
There are several greenhouse gases. The most significant is naturally occurring water
vapour. Second most important is carbon dioxide (CO2), which is naturally occurring but
also released by human activities.
Groyne
Coastal defence structure constructed perpendicular to the shore and designed to
reduce the longshore sediment transport on a beach.
Habitat
The environment of an organism and the place where it is usually found.
Headland
Hard feature, natural or artificial, forming the local limit of the longshore extent of a
beach.
High water
Maximum level reached by the rising tide.
Hinterland
The land directly adjacent to and inland from a coast, extending landward from the
upper limit of extreme wave and tidal energy.
Holocene
The last 10,000 years of earth history.
Hydrodynamic
The process and science associated with the flow and motion in water produced by
applied forces.
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Interglacial
Period of warmer climate that separates two glacial periods.
Intertidal
Area on a shore that lies between Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) and Highest
Astronomical Tide (HAT).
Isobath
Lines connecting points of equal water depth, sea bed contours.
Isostatic
Vertical movements of the earth’s crust in response to changes in the forces applied to
it, e.g. as an ice sheet grows the crust is depressed, then as the ice sheet melts, and the
weight is reduced, the crust rebounds.
Isthmus
A narrow strip of land connecting two larger land areas, usually with water on both sides.
Laminar flow
Smooth non-turbulent flow of fluid, characteristic of low fluid flow velocities and particles
of sediment in the flow zones moved by rolling or saltation.
Landslide
The large-scale mass movement of sub-aerial material down slope, or its vertical
movement down a cliff face.
LAT
Lowest Astronomical Tide (CD).
Lithology
The description of the macro features of a rock or rock-type.
Littoral
Of or pertaining to the shore.
Longshore
Applied to sediment transport and involving the area immediately adjacent to and
parallel with the coastline.
Longshore current
A current located in the surf zone, moving generally parallel to the shoreline that is
generated by waves breaking at an angle with the shoreline.
Longshore transport
The movement of sediment approximately parallel to the shoreline.
Longshore transport rate
Rate of transport of sedimentary material parallel to the shore. Usually expressed in
cubic metres per year.
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Long-term
Refers to a time period of decades to centuries.
Low water
The minimum height reached by the falling tide.
Managed realignment
The setting back of existing coastal defences in order to achieve environmental,
economic and/or engineering benefits. Typically being undertaken in estuarine systems
to combat the issue of coastal squeeze.
M2
The main lunar semi-diurnal constituent of the tide.
Macro-tidal
Greater than 4 m tidal range.
Mean water level
The average level of the water over the time period for which the level is determined.
Mean sea level
The average level of the sea over a period of approximately 12 months, taking account
of all tidal effects but excluding surge events.
Medium-term
Refers to a time period of decades.
Megaripples
Bedforms with a wavelength of 0.6 to 10.0 m and a height of 0.1 to 1.0 m. These
features are smaller than sand waves but larger than ripples.
Meso-tidal
2 to 4 m tidal range.
MHW
Mean High Water.
Micro-tidal
Less than 2 m tidal range.
MLW
Mean Low Water.
Morphodynamics
The mutual interaction and adjustment of the seafloor topography and fluid dynamics
involving the motion of sediment.
Neap Tide
A tide that occurs when the tide-generating forces of the sun and moon are acting at
right angles to each other, so the tidal range is lower than average.
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Nearshore
The zone which extends from the swash zone to the position marking the start of the
offshore zone (~20m).
Ness
Roughly triangular promontory of sand or shingle jutting into the sea, often consisting of
mobile material e.g. shingle.
Numerical modelling
Refers to the analysis of coastal processes using computational models.
OD
Ordnance Datum – a specific datum or plane to which depths or heights are referred to.
Offshore
Area to seaward of nearshore in which the transport of sediment is not caused by wave
activity.
Overtopping
The process where water is carried over the top of an existing defence due to wave
activity.
Pleistocene
An epoch of the Quaternary Period (between c. 2 million and 10,000 years ago)
characterised by several glacial ages.
Pocket beach
Small beach comprised of either sand or shingle that commonly has headlands on either
side preventing longshore drift.
Post-glacial
The period of time after the withdrawal of the last ice sheet.
Progradation
The outward building of a sedimentary deposit, such as the seaward advance of a
shoreline.
Progressive wave
A wave that is manifested by progressive movements of waveforms.
Quaternary Period
The last 2 million years of earth history incorporating the Pleistocene ice ages and the
post-glacial (Holocene) Period.
Refraction (of water waves)
The process by which the direction of a wave moving in shallow water at an angle to the
contours is changed so that the wave crests tend to become more aligned with those
contours.
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Regression
The horizontal movement of a shoreline in a seaward direction as result of a relative fall
in sea level.
Relative sea-level
Mean sea-level relative to the land, taking account of both isostatic and eustatic
components.
Relict
Features or sediment formed or deposited by processes no longer active in the area.
Residual water level
The components of water level not attributable to astronomical effects.
Return period
In statistical analysis, an event with a return period of N years is likely, on average, to be
exceeded only once every N years. Can also be expressed as percentage likelihood of
annual exceedance.
Ripple
Undulations in the sediment surface produced by fluid movement. Oscillatory currents
(e.g. wave currents) produce symmetric ripples whereas a well defined current direction
produces asymmetric ripples.
Rock platform
Gently seaward sloping, intertidal bench cut into the land mass by the action of waves
and also known as a wave-cut platform.
Runnels
Linear depressions on shallow foreshores separated by low broad ridges (swash bars).
Run-up
The rush of water up a structure or beach as a result of wave action.
S2
The main solar semi-diurnal constituent of the tide.
Salient
An accumulation of sediment extending seawards towards an island breakwater or other
obstruction, but not connecting to it.
Saltation
A term used to describe the movement of a particle being transported that is too heavy
to remain in suspension. The particle is rolled forward by the current, generates lift and
rises, loses the forward momentum and settles to the bed.
Sand
Sediment particles, mainly of quartz with a diameter of between 0.063 mm and 2 mm.
Sand is generally classified as fine, medium or coarse.
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Sand wave
Bedforms with wavelengths of 10 to 100 m, with amplitudes of 1 to 10 m.
Sea defence
Construction engineered to reduce or prevent flooding by the sea.
Sea level or Mean sea-level
Generally refers to '
still water level'(excluding wave influences) averaged over a period
of time such that periodic changes in level (e.g. due to the tides) are averaged out.
Sea-level rise
The general term given to the upward trend in mean sea level resulting from a
combination of local or regional geological movements and global climate change.
Sediment
Particulate matter derived from rock, minerals or bioclastic matter.
Sediment sink
A point or area at which sediment is irretrievably lost from a coastal cell or transport
pathway, such as an estuary or a deep channel in the sea bed.
Sediment source
A point or area from which sediment arises such as an eroding cliff or river mouth.
Sediment transport
The movement of a mass of sedimentary material by the forces of currents and waves.
Semidiurnal
Having a period of approximately one half of a day (12.4 hours). The predominant type
of tide throughout the world is semidiurnal with two high waters and two low waters each
day.
Shallow water
Commonly, water of such depth that surface waves are noticeably affected by bottom
topography. It is customary to consider water of depths less than half the surface wave
length as shallow water.
Shingle
Gravel-sized beach material normally well rounded as a result of abrasion.
Shingle ridge
Feature of the upper beach, comprising built up deposits of shingle often fronting lower
lying backshore.
Shoreface
The subtidal zone below mean low water and about 10 to 20 m, where sedimentary
processes are governed by wave action.
Short-term
Refers to a time period of months to years.
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Significant wave height
The average height of the highest of one third of the waves in a given sea state.
Silt
Sediment particles with a grain size between 0.002 mm and 0.063 mm, i.e. coarser than
clay but finer than sand.
Slack water
The state of the tidal current when its velocity is virtually zero, particularly when the
reversing current changes direction.
Sorting
Process of selection and separation of sediment grains according to their particle size
(or shape, or specific gravity).
Spit
Narrow accumulation of sand or shingle generally lying parallel to the coast with one end
attached to the land and the other projecting seawards, often formed across the mouth
of an estuary.
Spring tide
A tide that occurs when the tide-generating forces of the sun and moon are acting in the
same directions, so the tidal range is higher than average.
Standing wave
Type of wave in which the water surface oscillates vertically between fixed points (called
nodes) without progression.
Still-water level
Water level that would exist in the absence of waves.
Storm beach deposits
An accumulation of coarse sediments that are deposited on a beach above the highwater mark by high water levels brought about by storm action. This accumulation often
forms a ridge or beach berm.
Storm surge
A rise in water level on the open coast due to the action of wind stress as well as
atmospheric pressure on the sea surface.
Surf zone
The nearshore zone along which waves become breakers as they approach the shore.
Surge
Changes in water level as a result of meteorological forcing (wind, high or low
barometric pressure) causing a difference between the recorded water level and the
astronomical tide predicted using harmonic analysis.
Suspended load
The material moving in suspension in a fluid kept up by the upward components of the
turbulent currents or by the colloidal suspension.
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Swash-aligned
A coastline that is orientated parallel to prevailing incident wave fronts.
Swash bars
Low broad ridges separating linear depressions (runnels) on shallow foreshores.
Formed by sediment movement in the surf and swash zones.
Swash zone
The area onshore of the surf zone where the breaking waves are projected up the
foreshore.
Swell (waves)
Wind-generated waves that have travelled out of their generating area. Swell
characteristically exhibits a more regular and longer period and has flatter crests than
waves within their fetch.
Terrigenous sediment
Particles and deposits derived from the land.
Threshold velocity
The minimum velocity at which the sediment on the bed becomes mobile.
Tidal current
The alternating horizontal movement of water associated with the rise and fall of the
tide.
Tidal prism
The amount of water that enters and exits an estuary every flood and ebb tide
respectively.
Tidal range
Difference in height between high and low water levels at a point.
Tide
The periodic rise and fall of the water that results from the gravitational attraction of the
moon and sun acting upon the rotating earth.
Till
Poorly-sorted, non-stratified and unconsolidated sediment carried or deposited by a
glacier.
Tombolo
An accumulation of sediment or spit extending from the shore to an offshore island,
formed by the deposition of material when waves are refracted and diffracted around the
island.
Transgression
The horizontal movement of a shoreline in a landward direction as result of a relative
rise in sea level.
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Unconsolidated
Sediment particles packed in a loose arrangement.
Wave climate
Average condition of the waves at a given place over a period of years, as shown by
height, period, direction etc.
Wave height
The vertical distance between the crest and the trough.
Wavelength
The horizontal distance between consecutive wave crests.
Wave period
The time it takes for two successive crests (or troughs) to pass a given point.
Wind current
A current created by the action of the wind on the water surface.
Wind set-up
Elevation of the water level over an area caused by wind stress on the sea surface.
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Preface
Scope of the coastal processes review
The scope of this review of coastal processes and geomorphology for Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly is to draw together the outputs and conclusions from the identified key
texts and sources, together with inclusion of the most recent analyses and studies. It
aims to present these in a logical and concise format, giving the important baseline
understanding that underpins the technical development of policies within the SMP - but
also in a form that is accessible to a non-technical audience. As such, the review draws
directly from the high level reports (such as SMP1, Futurecoast, and other regional
studies) providing an overview of the current understanding in relation to the needs of
the SMP2 analysis. It does not undertake any new analyses or quantification related to
the coastal processes but uses previous analysis to provide a coherent description of
the overall pattern of coastal behaviour.
Structure of the coastal processes review
Section 1: provides a review of available literature and information, identifies key texts
and information sources and how and where these have been used.
Section 2: considers and describes the broad scale background to the coast, discussing
the interaction between the open coastline, the underlying geology and the nearshore
area. This highlights the major sediment sources, pathways and sinks, and their driving
forces such as waves, tides and currents, and the resulting historical changes and
current geomorphological form.
Sections 3, 4 and 5: due to the large geographical extent that this SMP review covers,
the coastal processes review section has been organised into three parts:
Section 3: South coast
Section 4: Isles of Scilly
Section 5: North coast
These sections consider the more localised shoreline processes in the context of the
broader scale understanding developed in Section 2. For this the SMP frontage has
been divided into a number of’ wider process units and local area description units.
These divisions are explained further in Section 2.9.
The estuaries of the Fal and Truro Rivers, The River Fowey and the Camel Estuary are
briefly mentioned here but are considered in more detail as part of the baseline Estuary
Processes Assessment (Annexe II). This review also incorporates information from the
Estuary Strategy Studies for the area. A review of the estuary strategies in relation to
potential impact of the coastal regime has been undertaken and is reported, in a format
recommended by the SMP2 Procedural Guidance, as a separate appendix.
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Introduction
1.1

Review of literature and information

The four existing Shoreline Management Plans (SMP1) which cover the south and north
coasts of Cornwall (Rame Head to Lizard Point; Lizard Point to Land’s End & Land’s
End to Hartland Point) and the Isles of Scilly were produced in the period 1994 - 1999,
drawing on the existing body of work for the area at that time. A substantial amount of
survey work was also undertaken during SMP1, with a comprehensive series of site
descriptions (with accompanying sketches and survey data) being provided within the
SMP documents. It was recognised prior to and during the development of SMP1 that
due to the complex nature of the coast there remained a high degree of uncertainty
associated with coastal processes and geomorphological evolution. Therefore an
important aspect of the intervening time period between SMP1 and SMP2 was to
address those gaps in knowledge.
In considering both the broadscale and localised coastal processes for this part of the
review, two key texts have been extensively utilised. Futurecoast, produced by Halcrow
on behalf of Defra in 2002, was specifically designed to inform SMP2s and is therefore
used throughout. SMP1, as identified also provides a key baseline in the production of a
description of the coastal processes, as we currently understand them in 2009/2010.

1.2

Extent and Scope

This section provides a general overview of the nature and characteristics of the
physical coastline of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly and the shoreline processes that
have shaped the present day formation. The area covered by this SMP review includes
four of the identified SMP sediment sub-cells: 6d; 6e; 7a; 7b. Sub-cells 6d and 6e cover
the south coast of Cornwall. Sub-cells 7a and 7b cover the north coast of Cornwall. In
addition to these are the Isles of Scilly, which due to their offshore location, essentially
sit outside of the coastal sediment cell behavioural system. Due to the varied nature of
this long (850km) and complex coastline, different descriptions are generally provided
for the South Coast, Isles of Scilly and North Coast within each sub-section.
It provides a description of the following:
Geology and Geomorphology
Coastal Hydrodynamics (waves and tides)
Sediment sources
Sediment transport
It also identifies key areas and locations that will be in need of specific consideration
within the SMP review.
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2

GENERAL COASTAL DESCRIPTION

The following section provides an overview of the geomorphology of the Cornwall and
Isles of Scilly SMP2 coastline, in particular the morphology associated with the cliffs
along the coastline, wave climate and coastal sediment processes.

2.1

Historic evolution

The south-west peninsula of England, including Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly has
effectively formed as a drowned landscape, following isostatic downward movement of
southern Britain after the retreat of the icecap at the end of the last ice age, some
14,000 years ago. Although the ice cap did not reach beyond the north coast of
Cornwall, glacial melt-water streams and the onshore transport of eroded glacial
material from the degrading ice cap in the Celtic Sea, supplied huge amounts of
sediment to the coasts. Rising and falling sea levels, which have accompanied all the
periods of glaciation through the Holocene, have also played a huge role in shaping the
present day coast.

2.2

Geology and geomorphology

The geology of the entire coastline of the SMP area, from Rame Head to Hartland Point
and including the Isles of Scilly, consists almost exclusively of ancient, resistant rock.
Importantly, although direct glacial deposits are entirely absent, the coastline of Cornwall
does retain a series of intermittent exposures of raised beaches and head deposits
(Futurecoast, 2002) due to the processes mentioned above. These are important
because they represent a potential source of sediment to the coastline in the future.
The geomorphology and general shape of the SMP coastline is characterised by hard,
craggy cliffs, resistant headlands, small and medium sized bays containing wide sandy
beaches, rocky coves containing smaller pocket beaches formed from sand, gravel and
cobbles, large areas of both relic and mobile dunes (locally often referred to as ‘towans’)
and several examples of drowned river valleys, such as the Helford river system
(Figure 2.1) and the Camel Estuary. Many of the smaller bays and coves around the
coastline coincide with minor faults in the bedrock geology.
Cornwall’s south coast from Rame Head to Penlee Point is largely composed of
interbedded mudstones and pebbly sandstone, together with some minor beds of
limestone, conglomerate and igneous rock (Futurecoast, 2002). The exceptions to this
are the Lizard Peninsula and the Lands End Peninsula. The Lizard Peninsula is
composed of hard and highly metamorphic and igneous rocks of the Lizard series. The
Lands End Peninsula is composed from granite, as is St Michael’s Mount, located in
Mounts Bay. Mounts Bay itself is formed mostly from Devonian slates.
Headlands along the south coast are generally present due to harder bands of rock
occurring in the Dartmouth Slates and Meadfoot Beds, and also due to the occasional
presence of harder sedimentary rocks (e.g. St Austell Bay) and Dolerite (e.g. Black
Head).
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Figure 2.1

Helford River at Gweek

The Isles of Scilly are located to the south-west of Lands End and separated
geographically from mainland Cornwall by approximately 40km of open sea. Late
Carboniferous wrench faulting running 155 degrees to 335 degrees around 10km
offshore of Lands End (BGS, 1990) also separates them geologically from the mainland.
The Isles of Scilly are a geographically defined archipelago. The Islands themselves are
a result of the weathering of a granite batholith (an intrusion of the Devonian deposits
from around 270 million years ago), which rises from the sea floor at a depth of around
70 metres to 50m AOD on St Mary’s. The single rock type has generally produced a
uniform morphology, although there is localised variation within the islands comprising
resistant headlands, small sheltered bays, sandy pocket beaches and accumulations of
wind blown sand.
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There are superficial deposits of unconsolidated head material, (locally known as ‘ram’)
overlying the granite on most of the Islands. Around the shoreline, there are commonly
occurring low cliffs (2-3m high) formed from the ram. Coastal processes and weathering
easily erode this unconsolidated material and this helps to form low vertical cliff faces
around many of the coves and beaches (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2

Low Vertical Cliffs formed from Ram at Looe Beach, St Mary’s

Cornwall’s north coast is formed from predominantly hard resistant rock. Granite
dominates the coastline from Lands End to St Ives. The bedrock of St Ives Bay is
formed from Devonian slates. As far north as Boscastle, the coastal geology continues
to be composed of silty and sandy slates, mudstones, sandstones (with occasional
igneous and limestone rocks present).
From Godrevy Point to St Agnes Head, many of the small bays and coves have been
eroded from the Gramscatho Beds (slates). St Agnes Head itself is formed from silty
and sandy slates, whilst just to the north; Cligga Head is formed from an outcrop of
granite. From Boscastle to Hartland Point, Carboniferous mudstones and sandstones
dominate the coastline.
The coastline from Lands End to St Ives is indented with occasional small coves and
typified by high rugged cliffs of weathered granite with very little intertidal area. One
large expanse of sandy beach occurs at Whitesand Bay, which is located between
Lands End and Cape Cornwall – the beaches of Sennen Cove and Gwynver are the
most westerly on mainland Britain.
St Ives Bay is a deeply concave bay, with a wide sandy beach some 5km in length
backed by wind blow sand accumulations – the ‘towans’. Godrevy Point to Hartland
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly SMP2
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Point is then characterised by small bays and coves (Figure 2.3), high cliffs, rocky
outcrops and long stretches of exposed westerly or north-westerly facing wide, sandy
beaches. There are also numerous areas with extensive sand dunes, such as Penhale,
Holywell Bay and Constantine Bay.

Figure 2.3

2.3

Porthtowan, North Coast

Dune areas

Of particular importance to the SMP Review are the large dune areas, (often referred to
as towans) that occur regularly around the coast. The large, more extensive towans
occur on the north coast and are particularly characteristic of such an exposed, high
energy, sediment rich, wave and wind dominated coastline. The importance of the
towans in the future evolution of the coast is high, in terms of their sediment storage
potential. They are also extremely important tin terms of nature conservation, recreation
and tourism.
Two important studies which provide up to date assessment and evaluation of the
condition and future evolution of the dune areas are now available to SMP2: The
Geomorphological and management status of coastal dunes in England and Wales (Pye
et all, 2007) and The Cornwall Sand Dune and Beach Management Strategy (Halcrow,
2009).
2.4
Wave Climate
The coast of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly experiences one of the highest energy
wave climates in the UK, due to its extreme westerly mainland and (offshore) location
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and its predominantly south-west, west and north-westerly facing shorelines. In
common with other high wave energy and hard geology environments in the UK, such
as south-west Wales, the west coast of Ireland and the west coast of Scotland, the wave
climate has been extremely influential in shaping a rugged coastline from the resistant
geology. Therefore the consideration and understanding of waves and the energy they
deliver to the coast, is essential in undertaking an effective review of the SMP.
The wave climate is very seasonal. Although large waves can occur at any time during
the year, the autumn, winter and late spring period (October to April) generally
experiences a much more energetic wave climate than the late spring and summer
period. During the winter months the North Atlantic produces waves more consistently
than any other ocean and much of that energy reaches the west coast of Britain.
Much of the wave energy reaching the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly coasts is in the form
of swell. Swell waves are generated great distances away in the North Atlantic by lowpressure systems and lose very little energy even after travelling thousands of miles.
Swell waves tend to be different from locally generated ‘wind waves’ and storm waves
by having longer wave periods, longer wave lengths and flatter crests. They present a
more ‘orderly’ appearance of evenly spaced and lined up waves, giving the impression
of a more ‘organised’ sea.
Wind waves are generated by local weather systems acting upon the sea surface local
to the coastline, generally within a few hundred miles. They tend to have short wave
periods, steeper faces and appear less organised than swell. These waves are usually
associated with any low-pressure system sitting close to or over the coast.
In reality, and particularly during winter storm events, the wave climate around Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly is often made up of a combination of swell and wind waves. This
can create a very ‘confused’ sea, with various angles of wave approach and waves of
varying steepness impacting upon shorelines and defences (Figure 2.4).
The south coast of Cornwall receives much of its wave energy from the Atlantic, in the
form of swell waves. The dominant wave direction is from the south-west to west (2250 2700). Although the Lands End Peninsula provides protection to the South coast from
most of west and north-west wave energy, large swell waves originating from these
directions will refract around the Lands End Peninsula, delivering waves to the southwesterly facing beaches of Mounts Bay, the Lizard and south-east Cornwall.
The annual 10% exceedance significant wave height is 1.5m – 2.0m for the south coast,
east of Lizard Point. The south coast to the West of Lizard Point receives slightly more
wave energy with a 2.0m – 2.5m annual 10% exceedance. The high swell component
on the south coast is important in maintaining beach levels (swell waves tend to
transport sand onshore and build-up the beaches during ‘calm’ conditions).
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Figure 2.4

Stormy Winter Waves at Mullion, South Coast

Despite the dominant westerly wave direction, there is a significant east, south-east and
south component to the wave climate on the south coast of Cornwall. Large wind waves
can be generated by strong east and south-east winds blowing over the English
Channel.
There is significant vulnerability to waves from these directions along the western part of
Mounts Bay, the east side of the Lizard Peninsula, the western part of St Austell Bay
and the Looe area. The coastline facing east and south-east tends to have narrower
beaches and intertidal area and is therefore less well adapted to absorbing high wave
energy events than the westerly facing areas.
Figure 2.5 displays the wave climate recorded for the Penzance area, during the period
2007 to 2009, by the waverider buoy deployed by the South West Coastal Monitoring
Programme. Although this is a relatively ‘young’ time series, the seasonal trends,
particularly relating to the late winter months are already clear.
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Standard deviation
around the mean

Figure 2.5
Significant Wave Heights Recorded at Penzance 2007 - 2009
Source: South West Coastal Monitoring Programme.

The Isles of Scilly are extremely exposed to waves from all directions. Although the
dominant waves are westerly Atlantic swells, significant wave energy is also received
from the east and south-east. As with the south coast of Cornwall, some of the more
vulnerable areas of the Islands are exposed to waves from the east and south-east.
Waves from all directions are responsible for driving the coastal processes that shape
the Islands.
The dominant waves on north coast of Cornwall are west to north-westerly swell waves
(approaching from 2700 – 3150). It has a lesser exposure to waves from the south-west;
however, large swell waves from the south to southwest will refract around the Lands
End Peninsula and reach the most westerly facing beaches (with reduced energy).
The north coast differs most significantly from the south coast of Cornwall and the Isles
of Scilly in that there is virtually no exposure and vulnerability to easterly and southeasterly waves and storms. As with the south coast, the high swell component of the
north Cornish coasts’ wave climate contributes significantly to the maintenance of sand
levels observed on most of the beaches.
Figure 2.6 displays the wave climate (significant wave heights) recorded for
Perranporth, during the period 2006 to 2009, by the waverider buoy deployed by the
South West Coastal Monitoring Programme. Although this is also a relatively young
time series, the seasonal trends can be seen, although particularly large wave heights
associated with events during December and March give the data a slightly unorganised
appearance.
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Figure 2.6
Significant Wave Heights Recorded at Perranporth 2006 - 2009
Source: South West Coastal Monitoring Programme.

2.5

Tides

Mean tidal ranges for the SMP coast do not vary greatly around the coast. Examples
are 3.5m at Rame Head, 5m at Lands End and 4.4m at Perranporth (Admiralty).
It is generally thought that tides and tidal currents are less important than wave energy
in driving erosion and transport of sediments along both the south and north coasts of
Cornwall (Futurecoast, 2002).
Tidal current velocities are low in most areas, generally not exceeding 0.75 m/s. Around
some of the headlands, tidal current velocities can locally exceed 1.0 m/s (Futurecoast,
2002), and on Scilly accelerated tidal current velocities can occur in the narrows
between the islands. Within some of the larger bays, tidal current velocities can be as
low as 0.2m/s.
Storm surges can temporarily raise the sea surface and enhance tide levels, due to low
atmospheric pressure and strong winds, most notable when they coincide with high
spring tides. The occurrence of these events may be altered in the future by changes in
storminess (the number, location or strength of storms) and rising sea level. However,
UKCIP (2002) states that there is currently no evidence from the long-term tide gauge
record at Newlyn for any long-term increase in storm surge statistics.
Table 2.1 provides tide levels and predicted extreme water levels at Newlyn, taken from
the South West Regional Extreme Tide Levels Report (2003).
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Table 2.1

Tide Extreme Water Levels at Newlyn

Tide Gauge
Site

Water Level/Return Period

Water Level relative to mODN

Newlyn
Newlyn
Newlyn
Newlyn
Newlyn
Newlyn
Newlyn
Newlyn
Newlyn
Newlyn
Newlyn
Newlyn

MLWS (Mean Low Water Spring)
MHWS (Mean High Water Spring)
HAT (Highest Astronomical Tide)
1:1
1:5
1:10
1:25
1:50
1:100
1:200
1:500
1:1000

-2.25
2.55
3.07
3.12
3.26
3.32
3.42
3.48
3.59
3.66
3.76
3.85

2.6

Sediment Sources

Offshore sediment deposits along the south coast of Cornwall are typically thin, often
less than a metre deep, with a lack of historical or relic material from previous glacial
periods (Halcrow 1998). There are exceptions – Mounts Bay has a more generous
covering of head material and tends to act a sediment sink. The north coast tends to
have a more significant supply of relic material derived from the Celtic Sea but as the
British Geological survey notes, sediments generally occur as extensive sheets of less
than 1 metre thickness, with thicker sediment deposits occurring as sand banks and
ridges.
Sediment is (or has been historically) provided to the shoreline of Cornwall and the Isles
of Scilly in a number of ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cliff erosion and weathering;
Dune erosion;
Onshore transport of relic glacial material (mainly north coast);
Onshore transport of contemporary calcium-carbonate (shell) sources;
Erosion of the seabed bedrock;
Fluvial inputs; and
Industrial activity (china clay and tin mining).

Despite the hard geology of the SMP coast, there are some inputs of sediment from cliff
erosion and weathering. Any significant inputs however do tend to be localised.
Examples are vertical erosion of the low soft head cliffs in parts of Mounts Bay where
erosion rates are up to 0.5m/yr (Futurecoast, 2002) and cliff slumps and falls along the
Watergate Bay frontage (Royal Haskoning, 2009).
The great majority of cliff recession around Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly occurs due to
a combination of direct coastal erosion from wave impacts and general weathering of
the cliff face due to the maritime climate. Slips, falls, debris slides etc are generally
mechanisms of failure dictated by the geological make-up of the cliff and position of
faulting, with coastal erosion and weathering driving this process. Coastal processes
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly SMP2
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also drive the removal of material from the base of cliffs and subsequent re-distribution
on the foreshore. There are no specific known areas where groundwater or surface
water run-off is the main driver of erosion. These factors are however thought to be
contributory factors at locations such as Downderry, Gunwalloe, Praa Sands and
particularly Godrevy where softer head deposits are found.
Erosion of sand dunes is occurring in many locations. Areas such as Hayle, Bude, and
Penhale, exhibit marine erosion of their sand dune systems and this material will be
drawn onto the beaches and into to the nearshore zone of active coastal processes.
Historically a great deal of material was transported onshore to the north coast shoreline
following the last glaciation period. This sediment formed the sand filled estuaries and
coastal sand dune areas that are seen along much of the north coast from Hayle to
Bude (Halcrow 1998). Much of the sand in these areas today is therefore a relict and
finite resource.
Calcium carbonate sediments derived mostly from broken marine shell material can
form a high percentage of beach material, (typically 25-50% on the south coast, up to
70-80% on the north coast (Halcrow 1998)). They are also a significant source on the
Isles of Scilly (Futurecoast, 2002). Whilst some of this will be from relic sources, most is
of more contemporary origin, providing fresh inputs to the shoreline. Erosion of bedrock
on the sea floor can provide small amounts of gravely sediment to the system; these are
not thought to be significant.
The rivers and estuaries transport material downstream to the coast both as a coarser
bedload and as finer material in suspension. Inputs to the open coast from these
sources are generally confined to the vicinity of the mouth of the river or estuary. Much
of the fine material will tend to settle out within the lower estuary areas, resulting in
siltation in sheltered harbours and creeks.
Industrial activity in Cornwall, particularly the china clay mining industry, has historically
provided inputs to the sediment system. Although these only make up a very small
percentage of total beach volume along most of the shoreline, in the St Austell Bay area,
these sources represent a very significant percentage of beach material.

2.7

Sediment Transport

Much of Cornwall and Isles of Scilly demonstrates a swash-aligned shoreline, indicating
that the onshore-offshore transport of sediment is dominant. There is generally a lack of
research into sediment transport around the SMP coast (with the exception of areas
such as St Ives Bay and Carrick Roads) and so detailed assessment remains difficult.
South coast – It is generally thought (Futurecoast, 2002) that there is little or no
significant sediment transport along the coast between Rame Head and Lizard Point.
There is likely to be localised onshore-offshore transport of sand within the distinct bays,
but sediment tends to be retained within each of these sub-cells, due to the physical
control exerted by the geologically resistant headlands that extend out into deep water.
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West of Lizard Point there appears to be some localised seasonal longshore movement
of sediment. However there is typically no significant net littoral drift. There is some
localised eastward transport of material within mounts Bay, in response to weak
eastward tidal currents.
Isles of Scilly – Transport of sediments occurs throughout the archipelago. The pattern
of sediment transport on Scilly tends to be from north to south (Futurecoast, 2002) in
response to tidal currents. Wave energy drives transport from the west and east – this
can tend to counteract the tidal current transport. There is however generally no
dominant direction of net movement, due to the Islands exposure to waves and currents
from all directions.
Locally, sediment tends to be moved onshore in response to both wave and tide forcing.
This tends to be in the form of larger coarser particles, while finer sediments tend to be
moved offshore and lost to the system, due to the high-energy environment
(Futurecoast, 2002).
North coast – While localised longshore sediment transport occurs within St Ives Bay
and along some of the other more extensive beaches of the north coast, there is little
documentation of any wider-scale net drift of material between Lands End and Trevose
Head. This reinforces the view of a swash-aligned coast. There is some recorded net
northward drift of sediment between Trevose Head and Hartland Point, although this is
low (Futurecoast, 2002).
There are generally few known interactions between the individual Bays such as St Ives
Bay, Perran Bay, Newquay Bay, Constantine Bay and so forth. These all appear to act
as enclosed systems, with sediment moving onshore-offshore in response to storm
events and seasonal variations in wave energy. The controlling physical influence of the
headlands that flank all of the bays, effectively maintains each one as an individual
sediment sub-cell.

2.8

Additional Considerations

2.8.1

Risk Areas and Locations

There are a number of key areas and locations which are at risk of coastal erosion and
flooding around the coast of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly:
Table 2.2 Known erosion and flood risk areas

Erosion risk:

Flood Risk:

Portwrinkle;
Charlestown (St Austell Bay);
Pendennis;
Praa Sands & Perranuthnoe;
Marazion & St Michaels Mount;
Penzance;
Hugh Town, St Mary’s (the Garrison);
Popplestone Bay, Bryher;
Hayle Towans;
Godrevy cliffs;

Looe;
Fowey;
Par & St Blazey;
Mevagissey;
Flushing;
Loe Bar & Loe Pool;
Pentewan:
Seaton:
Penzance & Newlyn;
Hayle;
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Fistral Dunes;
Newquay Bay;
Treyarnon to Constantine; and
Tintagel.

2.8.2

Perranporth;
Padstow and Wadebridge; and
Bude

The Coast Path

A particular feature of the Cornish coast that requires mention and consideration at both
the strategic and local level is the South West Coast Path. This follows the coastline for
the entire length of mainland Cornwall. It is a very important feature of the coast, which
provides access to many designated historic and natural sites along the shoreline, as
well as giving spectacular views and access to many of the more remote coves and
beaches away from the main residential centres. In several areas the route of the coast
path is threatened by erosion and in a few locations recent closures of the path have
occurred due to significant cliff slips and land slides.
2.8.3

Mining and industrial past

The industrial mining heritage of Cornwall has played a role in shaping the present day
coastline. Relics of this industrial past are an integral part of the cliffed coastline around
mainland Cornwall. Mining has also historically been the primary source of beach
sediments in a few areas of Cornwall (primarily St Austell Bay). Many of the better
preserved industrial relics, (particularly many of the iconic engine houses of the former
tin mines) have now been given a collective World Heritage site designation.
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2.9

Explanation of Process Units

The remaining sections of this report provide a more detailed description of the nature of
the SMP coastline and the physical processes, split down into a series of Process Units
and Local Area Descriptions. They follow the structure indicated.
Section 3: South coast
Process Units:
•
•
•
•
•

Whitsand Bay to Gribbin Head
Gribbin Head to Dodman Point
Dodman Point to Lizard Point
Lizard Point to Penlee Point
Penlee Point to Lands End

Local Area Description Units:
S1 - Whitsand Bay
S2 - Whitsand Bay to Looe Point (Hannafore Point)
S3 - Looe Point to Gribbin Head
S4 - Fowey Estuary
S5 - Gribbin Head to Black Head
S6 - Black Head to Dodman Point
S7 - Dodman Point to Zone Point (St Anthony Head)
S8 - Fal Estuary
S9 - Pendennis to Helford Estuary
S10 - Helford Estuary
S11 - Helford Estuary to Lizard Point
S12 - Lizard Point to Gunwalloe
S13 - Gunwalloe to Porthleven
S14 - Porthleven to Marazion
S15 - Longrock
S16 - Longrock to Penlee Point
S17 - Penlee Point to Lands End
Section 4: Isles of Scilly
Process units:
•

Isles of Scilly

Local Area Description Units:
IoS1 - St Mary’s
IoS2 - St Martin’s
IoS3 - Tresco & Bryher
IoS4 - St Agnes
Section 5: North coast
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Process Units:
•
•
•
•

Lands End to St Ives Head
St Ives Head to Godrevy Point
Godrevy Point to Pentire Point
Pentire Point to Hartland Point

Local Area Description Units:
N1 – Whitesand Bay
N2 – West Penwith Cliffs
N3 – St Ives
N4 – St Ives Bay
N5 – Hayle Estuary
N6 – North Cliffs
N7 - St Agnes Head to Towan Head
N8 – Newquay and Watergate
N9 – Park Head to Trevose Head
N10 – Trevose Head to Pentire Point
N11 – Camel Estuary (included in Estuary Report – Appendix C, Annexe II)
N12 – Pentire Point to Widemouth Bay
N13 – Widemouth Bay to Crooklets
N14 – Bude
N15 – Bude to Hartland Point
The split of the coast has been based partly upon review of the divisions used within the
existing SMP1 documents and Futurecoast and partly on knowledge of local area
characteristics. Futurecoast provides the most up to date source of strategic coastal
processes information for the entire SMP area but local knowledge has been used to
refine these divisions where necessary. Locally areas such as Carlyon Bay, Mounts Bay
and St Ives Bay also have a series of strategy level documents. These include coastal
modelling and coastal processes assessments, which add to the understanding,
presented within the SMP1 documents.
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3
3.1

SOUTH COAST
Rame Head to Gribbin Head

Process Unit: Rame Head to Gribbin Head

Looe Point
Whitsand Bay
Gribbin Head
Rame Head

Figure 3.1

Rame Head to Gribbin head

The most easterly section of the south coast of Cornwall faces south, and includes the
generally concave, relatively sediment rich bay of Whitsand, and a convex section of
exposed cliffs. This coast is quite exposed to Atlantic swell. It includes the Fowey
estuary and the point of discharge of the river Looe. These are the sites of the largest
settlements, which were previously fishing towns and are now important centres of
tourism. The village of Polperro has had a similar history. Other coastal settlements
include Downderry, Seaton, Polruan and the smaller villages at Freathy and Portwrinkle.
There are a number of hard defence structures along this frontage, notably at
Downderry, a site particularly vulnerable to erosion. Areas of Looe are subject to fairly
frequent coastal floods.
The main coastal rocks are Dartmouth Slates and sandstones (see Figure 3.2).
Headlands generally form where harder bands in the rock are exposed by marine
processes. At the eastern boundary Rame Head has been hardened by fine, quartzgrained grit and is bounded and partly defined by faulting to the north east and south
west. The superficial geology in this area includes long, intermittent exposures of raised
beaches and head material, and these are important sources of sediment for the coastal
system.
The mean tidal range in this are (defined here as the average of the ranges of the spring
and neap tides) is approximately 3.5 metres. The Futurecoast study estimated the
residual currents driven by these tides (Figure 3.3), and found them to be insignificant to
the morphological system. Futurecoast also reports inshore wave conditions for
Downderry from 1991 to 2000. Here the largest waves (greater than 5.25 metres) and
longest (over 14 second period) approach from between 180 degrees and 210 degrees
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(i.e. from south-southwest). The next most energetic waves are from south-southeast.
Futurecoast also reports an annual 10% exceedance significant wave height of 1.5 to 2
metres.

Figure 3.2
Bedrock geology and seabed sediments between Rame Head and
Gribbin Point (from Futurecoast)

The level of exposure to wave attack varies across this region, as the sheltering effect of
the Cornish peninsula increases towards the west. Perhaps in part due to the more
energetic higher wave attack in the east, a large beach has formed there. The length
and orientation of the beach suggests that the sediment has accumulated to a sufficient
size to retard shoreline retreat. The west of Whitsand bay generally comprises rock
foreshores backed by cliffs, but also includes relatively small local beaches, normally
held between small headlands or at valley mouths. Over timescales beyond the next
century Whitsand beach may extend westward to include these smaller bays.
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Figure 3.3
Futurecoast)

Tidal residuals between Rame Head and Gribbin Point (from
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Defences

Figure 3.4

Eroding cliff sections and coast protection at Downderry

The Futurecoast study found a potential for eastward longshore drift, but noted that the
coast does not exhibit strong evidence of this, and in some locations the drift is clearly
westward. With the exception of Whitsand bay, beach sediments are relatively scarce
and longshore transport only has local effects. Sediment accumulations within smaller
embayments move only locally across and alongshore in response to changes in shortterm wave conditions. There is generally very little sediment loss from these bays.
West of Whitsand are extensive lengths of open sea cliffs, fronted by shore platforms.
Their form varies from near vertical bedrock cliffs to shore platforms backed by head
slopes. Their modes of failure depend on the local conditions in the head and raised
beach material. Most cliffs fail by debris slides within these softer overlying deposits,
although the hard cliffs will experience rock falls initiated by undercutting. The beaches
in this area are largely supplied by material released by cliff erosion. The bedrock
probably provides rather less sand or gravel than the deposits overlying them.
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This region has been divided into the following Shoreline Behavioural Units: Whitsand
bay, Whitsand bay to Looe Point and Looe Point to Gribbin Head.

3.1.1

Whitsand bay

S1 –
Whitsand Bay
Portwrinkle

Picture: Whitsand
Bay

Description

Whitsand Bay is an unusually large south-southwest facing bay that
extends from Rame Head to (approximately) Portwrinkle, a distance
of around 8 km. It is characterised by sand/ shingle beaches, hard
rock, Atlantic swells, steep cliffs and low rates of recession. This is a
relatively undeveloped rural and agricultural coast that is valued for
its natural characteristics.
Two villages are located on this coast, Freathy and Portwrinkle, and
there are other scattered dwellings. An extensive caravan park is
situated at Tregonhawke, and there is a firing range below Tregantle
fort. There is one small harbour, which is located at Portwrinkle.
Whitsand Bay is valued for its costal habitats, rare plants, historic
sites and important geomorphological processes.

Geology and
physical
controls

The recession of this bay is being driven by wave erosion, which
destabilises the cliffs and supplies sediment to the beach; mostly
sand and gravel released from the superficial deposits overlying the
slate and sandstone bedrock.
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Geomorphology

The beach is sandy, with some gravel and boulders close to the toe
of the cliff. Its material is mostly lithic, with shell and some quartz.
Although the beach is a relatively shallow veneer over the bedrock,
it is substantial enough to act as a control on the coastal retreat rate
and to regulate recession across the bay.

Wave climate

The south-west facing orientation of Whitsand Bay dictates that it is
exposed to the dominant westerly swell waves which originate in the
North Atlantic. The annual 10% exceedance significant wave height
is 1.5m – 2.0m for the south coast of Cornwall, east of Lizard Point.
The high swell component reaching the beach is influential in
maintenance of the beaches.
Cliffs above the beach at Portwrinkle are vulnerable to erosion.

Current erosion
and flood risks
Sediment
dynamics

Futurecoast (2002) notes the possibility of a south-eastward
potential longshore drift across the bay, but concludes that there is
probably little net movement. Instead the bay appears to be swash
aligned with only short term movements in either alongshore
direction. The lack of a sediment accumulation against Rame Head
supports this view. Some alongshore sediment sorting appears to
be occurring, as pebbly deposits tend to collect against Rame Head.

Structures and
defences

A grade II listed harbour exists at Portwrinkle.

Historical and
future shoreline
evolution

Over recent millennia rising sea levels have allowed waves to carve
into the shore profile formed during a prior sea level highstand. The
current shore profile is lower than the previous one, and intersects
with it a few metres above the existing beach. Current erosion
releases sedimentary material that had deposited on the previous
profile including a raised beach and colluvial head deposits. This
material, and others released from reactivated cliff landslides, are
major sources for the current beach.
Activity in the cliff (debris slides) show that the bay is retreating,
even if this at a low rate. The SMP1 defines the beach as ‘stable’,
and estimates average recession of the cliff top and toe at 5
mm/year. Futurecoast also concludes that the foreshore is
narrowing, and by implication steepening. It is not immediately
evident why this should occur, given the absence of defence
structures.
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3.1.2

Whitsand Bay to Looe Point

S2 –
Whitsand Bay
to Looe Point

Picture: Beach
and tidal inlet at
Seaton

Description

This coast is quite developed, and includes the settlements of
Downderry, Seaton, Millendreath, Plaidy, Looe and Hannafore. Most
of these are fronted by hard coastal structures. In addition to human
habitation this coast is also valued for nature conservation, its
landscape and historical sites.

Geology and
physical
controls

The bedrock comprises Devonian slates, sandstone and thin
limestone beds. The cliffs normally have overlying raised beach and
head deposits. Much of this coast erodes at the slow rates typical of
Cornwall. The high recession potential of Downderry results from the
low elevation of the superficial geology there, which makes it
vulnerable to wave attack.

Geomorphology

This coast is mainly composed of cliffs fronted by both beaches and
shore platforms. The cliffs are very high in places but are cut by a
series of valleys through which streams discharge to the coast.
Beaches tend to form at their mouths, the largest being at Seaton,
East Looe and Millendreath.
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The pocket beaches are sandy, with a gravel component that
generally increases towards the west. Those at Seaton and
Millendreath have formed small embayments that are flanked by
cliffs fronting gently rising land.
Wave climate

The coast between Whitsand bay and Looe Point is generally south
facing, though it turns to face the east at Looe. Consequently the
exposure to Atlantic swell diminishes further towards the west.

Current erosion
and flood risks

Although the rock here is generally hard, this frontage includes
some areas vulnerable to rapid retreat, most notably Downderry
(see Figure 3.5), where coast protection structures have been
installed. The valleys intersecting the coast bring the risk of flooding,
notably at Seaton and Looe. Looe in particular has many residential
and commercial properties at risk of flooding (>300) (Royal
Haskoning, 2006).
In addition, a group of Bronze Age barrows are situated close to the
cliff east of Downderry.

Sediment
dynamics

The headland/ bay formation, coupled with the marginal degree of
larger scale linearity imply very little net alongshore sediment
movement. Futurecoast also reported a potential for net eastward
alongshore sediment transport, although there is also evidence of
some westward movement, at least locally (for example the beach
plan form at Seaton shown above).

Structures and
defences

Coast protection structures exist at Downderry, Seaton and Looe.
Rock revetments and seawalls are located at the back of the upper
beach and a harbour arm and beach structures at Looe, reducing
wave energy entering the river.

Historical and
future shoreline
evolution

Historically Futurecoast (2002) reports long-term pocket beach
stability, and very little movement other than seasonal fluctuations.
For the majority of this frontage, future changes would involve
continued low rates of cliff and platform retreat. The highest rates of
retreat are likely to be at Downderry, where the head cliffs could
retreat up to 10m over the next century (Futurecoast, 2002).
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3.1.3

Looe Point to Gribbin Head

S3 –
Looe Point to
Gribbin Head

Looe Point

Picture: aerial view
of Gribbin Head
and area

Gribbin Head

Description

This is mainly a rural and agricultural coast, which has settlements
at Polperro, Talland and Polruan as well as Fowey. Historic and
archaeologically valuable sites are present. The coast is, however,
more recognised for natural beauty and its value as a coastal
habitat for rare species, for example a vegetated shingle beach at
Lantic bay.

Geology and
physical
controls

The cliffs vary in form from head slopes to near vertical bedrock
faces cut into the Devonian slates, sandstone and thin limestone
beds. As elsewhere, the bedrock is overlain by head and raised
beach deposits.

Geomorphology

The coastline between Looe and Gribbin Head is rocky, irregular,
and is mainly comprises high cliffs fronted by shore platforms, which
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are incised by valleys of various sizes. The coast generally faces
south and is fairly exposed to Atlantic swell. Despite this the erosion
rates are low, due to the high resistance of the bedrock.
Beach deposits are rare along this coast, but some pocket beaches
have formed at the valley mouth bays at Talland, Polperro and
Polridmouth. These are small embayments flanked by cliffs with low
backing slopes. The shingle beaches at Lantic Bay are backed by
steep cliffs
Wave climate

The south facing orientation dictates a relatively high exposure to
the dominant Atlantic swell conditions. However, where the coast
turns to face more south-east, there is significant exposure to the
infrequent storms that originate in the east/south-east sending
short-period storm waves along the English channel.

Current erosion
and flood risks

Polruan, Fowey and Polperro have inlets and harbours that have
some vulnerability to flooding. Polruan and Fowey often experience
quayside overtopping during extremely high spring tides.

Sediment
dynamics

The pocket beaches are believed to act relatively independently of
the adjacent lengths of coast, with no significant exchange of
sediment. Beach movement is largely across the shoreline, but
without significant loss of material from the bays. Outside of bays
the very small sediment volumes and highly indented nature of the
coastline result in very little net sediment movement.

Structures and
defences

Defences and sheltering harbour structures exist at Polperro,
Polruan and Fowey.

Historical and
future shoreline
evolution

The pocket beaches have been stable over the last century,
showing only seasonal fluctuations.
Futurecoast (2002) describes future evolution of the coast to involve
continued low rates of cliff and platform retreat. Within the bays, the
natural tendency would be for continued slow erosion of the cliffs
flanking the bays, providing a sediment input to the beach. These
beaches are likely to maintain their overall form, but may
experience some retreat. The lagoon at Polridmouth, which would
be likely to become open to tidal inundation, may form a tidal
lagoon.
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3.2

Gribbin Head to Dodman Point

Process Unit: Gribbin Head to Dodman Point

Par River

St Austell River

St Austell Bay
Gribbin Head

Black Head
Pentewan
Beach

Dodman Point

Figure 3.5

Gribbin Head to Dodman Point, including St Austell Bay
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Like much of the rest of the Cornish coast the bedrock here is highly resistant to wave
attack. It is mainly comprises hard sandstones and mudstones, as illustrated in Figure
3.6. The coast around St Austell Bay forms a boundary of the Killas plateau, the
elevation of which is around one hundred metres. Streams draining off this plateau into
the Par and St Austell rivers, and into the sea at Mevagissey and Portmellon, have cut
dendritic valleys, which have tended to infill during periods of sea level rise. The
channels of the Rivers Par and St Austell have submerged seaward extensions, which
have been infilled with sediment to depths of up to 15 metres.

Black Head

Nare Head

Figure 3.6
Bedrock geology and seabed sediments between Gribbin Head and
Dodman Point (from Futurecoast)
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Pentewan beach
Inshore wave rose point

Figure 3.7
Futurecoast)

Tidal residuals close to Gribbin Head and Dodman Point (from

The promontories along the Mevagissey shoreline are mostly either igneous or hard
sedimentary rocks. Dodman Point is formed of phyllite (a metamorphosed slate), Nare
Head is composed of resistant igneous rocks and Black Head is dolerite. As elsewhere
along the Cornish coast there are long, intermittent exposures of raised beaches and
head material. East of Pentewan, slates and sandstones with gritty beds form the cliffs
south of Chapel Point. The cliffs and shoreline at great Perhaver Beach includes rafts of
quartzite and Lava. Raised marine platforms and beach deposits overlain with colluvial
deposits have been found in and around Par.
The tidal range in this area is approximately 3.4 metres. The Futurecoast project
explored the residual currents driven by these tides, and their results are illustrated in
Figure 3.7. They did not find these currents to be significant for sediment transport.
Futurecoast also reports modelled inshore wave conditions at Pentewan Beach
(identified in Figure 3.7). Here the largest waves (greater than 4.25 metres) and longest
waves (longer than 14 seconds period) approach from between 120 degrees and 150
degrees (i.e. from the southeast). Furthermore they estimate an annual 10% exceedance
significant wave height of 1.5 to 2 m.
The dolerite intrusion of Black head effectively separates St Austell Bay from the
remainder of this coast.
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Dunes

Infilled
river valley

Beach
historic
accretion

River docks

Figure 3.8

Par Sands

China clay waste
Drainage
tunnel

Fishing
Point

Crinnis Island

Figure 3.9

Carlyon Bay
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Infilled valley
Relic Harbour

Dunes

Figure 3.10

3.2.1

Beach

Pentewan

Figure Gribbin Head to Black Head
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S5 –
Gribbin Head to
Black Head

Picture: Beach
and cliffs at
Porthpean

Description

Gribbin Head and Black Head are approximately 5.5 km apart. Between
them the coastline encompasses St Austell Bay, an indentation
approximately 3 km across (see Figure 3.5). The largest beaches are
Par Sands and Carlyon bay.
The circumference of the bay includes open countryside, farmland,
tourist amenities, villages and suburbs of St Austell. Par harbour is a
substantial china clay port. There are also harbours at Charlestown and
Polkerris. Cliffs at Crinnis are valued for their fossil content. In addition
to its importance as an amenity beach and port, Par is also the site of
caravan park, brackish lagoons and a nature reserve.

Geology and
physical
controls

Futurecoast defines the geology as “ … mainly Devonian rocks, with
sandstones, slates and limestones of the Meadfoot Beds. Gribbin Head
is formed of more resistant beds and Black Head is a Dolerite intrusion.
Head and raised-beach deposits overlie the bedrock to various depths,
and at various elevations. The slopes show low activity, but failure,
where it does occur, is normally sliding through the overlying deposits.“

Geomorphology

Most of the circumference of the bay is, therefore, composed of hard
rocky cliffs and platforms, although, as noted, there are significant
beaches. Par Sands (see Figure 3.8) is the more geomorphically
complex of these. It is at the point of discharge of a small network of
streams that flow into, and then over, an infilled valley. The original
source of this sediment is not immediately clear, but over the last two
hundred years a significant contribution of sand has come from china
clay waste, primarily via the river. This has caused substantial beach
accretion and the growth of a dune system.
Carlyon Bay (see Figure 3.9) is a sandy bay between Fishing Point and
Gull Island. The beach here has also grown due to influx from china clay
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works, which has arrived via a small river carried by a tunnel in the cliff.
Carlyon is backed by three smaller cliffed embayments. Although these
appear to have formed quite recently, they have been deactivated as
the beach has grown, moving the foreshore away from the cliff base.
These bays are currently vegetated and fronted by sandy scrubland.
The most western of the three has been developed.
Sizable rock falls have been observed at Duporth in recent years.
Wave climate

This area is estimated to have an annual 10% exceedance significant
wave height of 1.5 to 2 m. Par and Carlyon Bay face south and are
exposed to waves from the south and south-west. The areas of
Charlestown, Duporth and Porthpean are all more sheltered from the
dominant Atlantic conditions. They do though have an exposure to
waves and the less frequent storms from the south-east, which can be
severe.

Current erosion
and flood risks

Some cliff erosion has been experienced recently at Charlestown. Cliff
slips and rock fall at Duporth have recently caused the loss of the
coastal footpath at the top of the cliff. Ongoing slips and rock falls occur
at Porthpean.
Flood risk exists at Pentewan and Par, and this risk is mitigated with
tidal gate installed on the river Par.

Sediment
dynamics

This is a rocky embayment that is relatively protected and rich in
sediment. In recent centuries it has received an influx of sediment from
china clay works, and these have promoted local beach accretion at Par
Sands, Carlyon and Crinnis. Other beaches at Polkerris, Duporth and
Porthpean are largely formed of sand released from their backing cliffs.
The Futurecoast project explored the residual currents driven by tides.
They did not find these currents to be significant for sediment transport.

Structures and
defences

Historical and
future shoreline
evolution

There are harbour structures on the west side of Par Sands and Par
Harbour has 45,000 tonnes of sand dredged annually to maintain
navigation.
There are few defences on the cliffed sections of the coast, however
there are a number of structures located around the various beaches,
associated with the protection of shoreline developments. There are
harbour breakwaters at Polkerris and Charlestown, with seawalls
adjacent to the breakwater. There is a temporary sheet pile wall defence
at Carlyon Bay which may become permanent depending on a high
court judgement. There is also a seawall and revetment at Porthpean.
The cessation of china clay waste dumping has removed the only
significant source of sand for Par Sands and Carlyon Bay, and more
importantly the source that is responsible for building them to their
current size. However, there will remain small inputs from erosion of
adjacent cliffs, from the rivers which discharge onto these beaches and,
possibly of most importance, the offshore sand deposits. It is likely that
there will be some retreat of the foreshore, however it is not considered
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that this will significantly alter the beach position, or flooding/erosion
threat of backing features. There is no reason to suspect that the dunes
at Par will significantly change over the next century.
There is likely to be continued localised cliff slips and rock falls along the
cliffed sections, particularly in the Charlestown, Duporth and Porthpean
areas.
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3.2.2

Black Head to Dodman Point

S6 –
Black Head to
Dodman Point

Picture:
Mevagissey outer
harbour

Description

This east-facing coast includes a series of rocky bays delineated by
headlands and backed by hard cliffs.
The most developed frontage includes Portmellon and the fishing port of
Mevagissey. Both of these are close to the high water line, and have
hard erosion defence structures. Both are also vulnerable to flooding.
There is a harbour at Pentewan (see Figure 3.10), where the St Austell
River discharges into the sea, but this is now disused and is partially
sealed behind a sizeable beach. The village has developed into a
holiday destination, and includes a camping site located on dunes
behind the beach.
This coast is valued for its outstanding natural beauty, geology, fossils
and historical sites at Chapel Point (medieval) and Dodman Point
(Bronze Age and Iron Age). In addition, Mevagissey harbour is a
conservation area.

Geology and
physical
controls

Futurecoast defines the geology as “… Devonian rocks, with
sandstones, slates and limestones of the Meadfoot Beds north of
Pentewan, and slates and sandstones with gritty interbeds of the
Gramscatho Grit, to the south. Slates, limestone and chert of the
Veryan Series also outcrop at Gorran Haven. Dolerite intrusions form
headlands at Black Head and in Gorran Haven. Otherwise, headlands
are largely east pointing following the strike of the folded strata.
Dodman Point is formed of more resistant beds within this complex of
formations. Head and raised-beach deposits overlie the bedrock to
various depths, and at various elevations throughout the unit.”
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Along the Mevagissey shoreline coastal promontories are nearly all of
either igneous or hard sedimentary rocks, and re-entrants are in softer
sediments. Dodman Point is of a well-cleaved phyllite and dips are to
the south-east at high angles, allowing much slipping. Nare Head is
composed of resistant igneous rocks.
The coastline is marked by a series of headlands at a range of scales,
the largest being Penare Point, Chapel Point and Maenese Point which
define (with Black Head and Dodman Point) four bays.
Geomorphology

This east facing coast includes a series of rocky bays delineated by
headlands and backed by hard cliffs that are quite variable in height,
and exceed 100m in places. These are crossed by fluvial valleys which,
over time, have tended to infill. This process has been accelerated in
places by influx of sediment from china clay works.
The cliff slopes have a low level of activity, but when they do fail, it is
normally through debris sliding. Undercutting and failure of vertical cliffs
also occurs, although infrequently.
The beaches throughout the rest of this system have been formed
through the release of sand from backing cliffs. Around Mevagissey the
coast is very irregular, with small pocket beaches at Portmellon and
Polkrit. There is also a small beach at Gorran Haven, which is protected
by a southerly breakwater.

Wave climate

This coastline is very sheltered from the dominant westerly Atlantic
conditions. It is however very exposed to the more infrequent storms
and large waves that approach from the south-east.
Futurecoast estimates this area to have an annual 10% exceedance
significant wave height of 1.5 to 2 m. Although this may be true for the
offshore areas, nearshore 10% exceedance values are likely to be
significantly less than this, given the very sheltered nature of the
shoreline and beaches.

Current erosion
and flood risks

Pentewan, Mevagissey, Portmellon and Gorran Haven all have some
vulnerability to coastal flooding; Mevagissey is particularly low lying and
sensitive to south-easterly storms and consequently experiences
relatively frequent flooding.

Sediment
dynamics

Coastal sediments have accumulated within river valleys at Pentewan,
Mevagissey and Gorran Haven. Recent growth of the Pentewan beach,
including the development of the dune field, is attributed to the influx of
sand from china clay waste. The Areas Benefitting from Defences
project (Royal Haskoning, 2006) reports that the crest elevation is very
close to extreme water levels. SMP1 reports a southerly longshore drift,
and managed beach regrading.

Structures and
defences

There are small harbour structures at Pentewan and Gorran Haven
Gorran Haven has a seawall located at the rear of the small beach and
some vertical masonry work defends several properties at the northern
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end. More substantial outer and inner harbour structures, quay walls
etc. exist at Mevagissey. The harbour at Mevagissey reduces flood risk
to the village by decreasing wave heights
Historical and
future shoreline
evolution

The cessation of china clay waste dumping has removed the only
significant source of sand for Pentewan Beach, and more importantly
the source that is responsible for building it to its current size. However,
there will remain small inputs from erosion of adjacent cliffs, from the
rivers which discharge onto the beach and, possibly of most
importance, the offshore sand deposits.
On the remainder of the frontage, there would be continued low rates of
cliff and platform retreat (Futurecoast, 2002).
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3.3

Dodman Point to Lizard Point

Process Unit: Dodman Point to Lizard Point

Dodman Point

Fal Estuary

Helford Estuary
Porthallow

Lizard Point

Figure 3.11

Dodman Point to Lizard Point

Between Dodman Point and Lizard Point the coast continues southwest, in a series of
large bays (see Figure 3.11). The largest of these, Falmouth Bay, is extended by the
Falmouth and Helford estuaries.
The main coastal rocks in this region are hard sandstones and mudstones. However the
Lizard Series is found south of Porthkerris Cove. This is a series of highly
metamorphosed (schists and gneisses) and igneous (gabbro and serpentine) rocks, as
illustrated in Figure 3.12. The more prominent headlands are formed of the hardest of
these rocks. Coves and small bays often coincide with faults and changes in lithology. As
in many other locations in Cornwall the coast exhibits long intermittent exposures of
raised beaches and head deposits.
The tidal range in this area is approximately 3.5 metres. The Futurecoast project
explored the residual currents driven by these tides, and these are illustrated in Figure
3.13. They report that these currents are not significant drivers of sediment transport.
Futurecoast also reports modelled inshore wave conditions at Porthallow (the location of
which is illustrated in Figure 3.11) from 1991 to 2000. They found that the largest waves
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(greater than 2.5 metres) and longest waves (longer than 17 seconds period) approach
from between 90 degrees and 120 degrees (i.e. from east-southeast). They also report
an annual 10% exceedance significant wave height of 1.5 to 2 m.

Dodman Point

Land’s End

Figure 3.12
Geology and offshore sediments between Dodman Point and Lizard
Point (from Futurecoast)

The headlands, bays and the two large estuaries (rias) have formed through the
combined effects of preferential erosion of weaker rocks, and valley inundation under
rising seas. The limited volumes of material released by the erosion of bedrock and
superficial deposits, have formed the local beaches and contributed to seabed coverings.
Headlands and steeper shore platforms have tended to form where the rock is most
resistant.
The smaller valleys that dissect the rock coast (for example at Porthluney, Portholland,
Swanpool, Porthallow and Cadgwith) have tended to infill in response to the rising seas,
apparently without discharging significant volumes of material into the coastal system. It
is believed that there are no significant accumulations of sediment offshore.
Falmouth Estuary and Helford River are mainly deep water features, although their upper
reaches have gradually filled with fine-grained fluvial material. The mouths of these rias
are believed to have little influence upon their adjacent coasts.
The protection against Atlantic swells provided by Lizard Point and other headlands
result in quite weak longshore transport potential. Coupled with the general paucity of
sediments and the irregular shape of the coast, this results in very limited sediment
movement, which does not extend outside of the individual bays.
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Porthallow
wave rose

Figure 3.13
Futurecoast)

Tidal residuals close to Dodman Point and Lizard Point (from

There are a number of hard defences. These are mainly located at the mouths of the
smaller river valleys and are intended to reduce erosion. There are also some slope
stabilisation works, intended to prevent cliff-top retreat. My slowing the natural processes
of erosion these defences reduce the quantity of sediment passing into the shore. There
are small harbours at Portscatho, Porthoustock and Coverack. These do not have a
broad impact but do provide some shelter to local beach accumulations.
Rock has been extensively quarried from the Lizard Peninsula, although this has now
largely stopped. Quarrying has modified the cliffs at Dean Point and Porthallow. The
beaches at Porthallow and Porthoustock have increased through the addition of quarry
spoil, which have formed extensive shingle/cobble beaches.
The rias in the region effectively divide the coast into the three sections described below.
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Pocket beach forming at the mouth
of three converging streams

Figure 3.14

Hemmick Beach

Figure 3.15

Pendower/ Carne beach
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Gweek Quay

Figure 3.16

Helford

The Helford estuary
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3.3.1

Dodman Point to Zone Point

S7 –
Dodman Point
to Zone Point
(St
Anthony
Head)

Picture: Veryan
Bay, viewed from
Hemmick Beach

Description

This is a predominantly rural coast without significant industrial or
residential developments. The primary activities here are farming,
fishing (e.g. at Portloe and Portscatho) and tourism. This coast is
valued for many other reasons including its outstanding natural beauty,
heritage, archaeology, geology, fossils and habitats. There is also
palaeo-environmental interest in a prehistoric submerged forest
between Pendower and Porthscatho.

Geology and
physical
controls

The geology here is fairly typical of Cornwall; the bedrock being slates,
sandstone and thin limestone beds, which are overlain by head
deposits and raised beaches. The cliff activity here is quite low, and
varies with the geology. It includes debris slides within the head and
raised beaches and occasional undercutting/ rockfalls of the bedrock.
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Geomorphology

This section of coast forms two bays (Veryan and Gerrans), which are
divided by Nare Head. Each bay is essentially rocky, with shore
platforms and hard cliffs, which range from being backed by a head
slope to near vertical bedrock cliffs, with small local beaches that tend
to form in the bays’ northeast sections.
The pocket beaches in Veryan Bay: Hemmick (Figure 3.14),
Porthluney and Portholland, have all formed where valleys reach the
sea. In Gerrans bay Pendower/ Carne Beach (Figure 3.15) appears to
have originally formed in the same way, but has developed into a more
substantial beach that stretches, intermittently, for around two
kilometres. It is backed by low soft cliffs with some erosion
vulnerability. Gerrans also includes a beach at Porthscatho, which is
comprised of both sand and shingle.

Wave climate

This section of coastline marks a change in orientation from St Austell
Bay attaining significant shelter from the Lizard Peninsula. This
coastline is more exposed to the dominant westerly Atlantic conditions
than the coast immediately to the east. Its south facing nature means
that it has a relatively wide exposure to wave conditions from the south
east to the south west. Veryan Bay is more exposed than Gerrans Bay,
which is sheltered from south-westerly waves by the Roseland
Peninsula
Futurecoast estimates this area to have an annual 10% exceedance
significant wave height of 1.5 to 2 m.

Current erosion
and flood risks
Sediment
dynamics

Erosion is an issue at Hemmick Beach, Porthluney, Portholland and
Carne, structures are in place to prevent erosion of the head deposits
which overlie the harder Devonian geology.
.
The pocket beaches all act relatively independently of the adjacent
lengths of coast, with no significant inputs or outputs of sediment.
Beach sediments move both along and across the shoreline within
these bays, but there are no significant movements of sand or shingle
outside of the bays (Futurecoast, 2002).

Structures and
defences

At Portscatho there is a seawall fronted in part by a harbour
breakwater, constructed on the rock platform. There are also seawalls
at Hemmick Beach, Porthluney, Portholland and Carne, preventing
erosion of the backing cliffs.

Historical and
future shoreline
evolution

There would be continued low rates of cliff and platform retreat
throughout the frontage. The reactivation of currently protected cliffs
would lead to retreat of the cliff top and an input of additional sediment
to the scattered shoreline beaches. Otherwise, slow erosion of the
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cliffs flanking pocket beaches will continue to provide a sediment input
to the beach. These beaches are likely to maintain their overall form,
but may experience some retreat.

3.3.2

Pendennis to Helford Estuary
S9 –
Pendennis to
Helford Estuary
Gyllyngvase
Beach

Lagoon

Picture: Falmouth
Beaches;
Gyllyngvase and
Swanpool

Description

Barrier beach

The coast between Falmouth estuary and Helford River faces east into
Falmouth Bay. Although short, this coast is quite varied, and includes
hard rock headlands, exposed open cliffs with shore platforms and small
beaches protecting brackish lagoons at Swanpool (see above) and
Maenporth. This coast also includes the main tourist frontage of
Falmouth (from Pendennis Point to Swanpool), which is protected by
structures against erosion. South of Swanpool there are few structural
assets close to the water line or cliff edge.
Rosemullion Head is of both geological and archaeological interest. In
the southern section of this frontage the rocky foreshore is quite wide,
and is recognised as an important habitat.

Geology and
physical
controls
Geomorphology

The rock here is formed of Devonian slates, sandstone and thin
limestone beds, overlain by head and raised-beach deposits.
Gyllyngvase is a more common sediment filled embayment, with
relatively low lying land fronted by a sand and shingle bar. This beach
exchanges sediment with the rocky shore of Castle Beach, which is
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towards the east. Thick head deposits along Castle Beach may be the
source of these sediments. Maenporth is a dendritic infilled valley
network, with a brackish lagoon and small dune system.
The beach at Swanpool is comprised of a shingle ridge perched on sand.
It acts as a natural barrier for the lagoon; protecting it against flooding
and the potential ingress of marine sediments. The source of the beach
sediment is not clear.
The lagoon at Swanpool is Cornwall’s largest, and provides highly valued
habitat. The Maenporth lagoon is also valued locally.
Wave climate

This coastline is very sheltered from the dominant westerly Atlantic
conditions. It is however exposed to the more infrequent storms and
large waves that approach from the south and south-east.
Futurecoast estimates this area to have an annual 10% exceedance
significant wave height of 1.5 to 2 m. Although this may be true for the
offshore areas, nearshore 10% exceedance values are likely to be
significantly less than this, given the more sheltered nature of the
shoreline and beaches.

Current erosion
and flood risks

The lagoon at Swanpool has structures to impound and drain the lagoon,
and defend it against flooding.

Sediment
dynamics

Apart from the interaction between Gyllyngvase and Castle Beaches, it is
believed that the pocket beaches in this area act relatively independently
of their adjacent lengths of coast. They are understood to be quite stable,
with no significant inputs or outputs of sediment. In addition the
Futurecoast study reports no sediment movement across the mouth of
the Helford River.

Structures and
defences

There are seawalls and revetments behind the beaches at Falmouth
(Gyllyngvase and Castle Beaches) and Swanpool. The Falmouth
defences prevent erosion of the backing slope, whilst the Swanpool
structures prevent flooding and also impound the backing pool, which
drains to the sea through a culvert.

Historical and
future shoreline
evolution

Historically the resistant geology has undergone only slow, gradual
erosion. The superficial head and raised beach deposits have displayed
more extensive rates of erosion. These historical trends are likely to
continue over the next 100 years.
There may be some sensitivity along the frontage at Gyllyngvase and
Swanpool to climate change and sea level rise, with a tendency toward
foreshore narrowing, particularly at Gyllyngvase and castle Beaches
where the rear of the beach is very constrained.
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3.3.3

Helford estuary

S10 –
Helford Estuary

Picture: Helford
Estuary at Gweek

Description

The Helford estuary (above) is a flooded river valley. This is a
diverse historic estuary. Its long waterside mainly fronts agricultural
land and woodland, with a few small settlements. Several quays (e.g.
at Gweek, Porth Nivas and Bishop’s Quay) benefit from the estuary’s
shelter.
Gweek is currently the site of a boatyard and marine drilling
operation. The National Seal Sanctuary is located on the northern
bank at Gweek.
Environmentally the estuary is valued for its rocky and sandy
intertidal and sub tidal habitats. It is also an important habitat for over
wintering birds. There is some paleo-environmental interest due to
the reported presence of a prehistoric submerged forest nearby, at
Gillan Creek.

Geology and
physical
controls
Geomorphology

The bedrock geology of the general Helford area is formed of
Devonian slates, sandstone and thin limestone beds.
The Helford estuary is a flooded river valley, the upper reaches of
which have formed muddy banks through settlement of fine material,
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which has washed off the land. Towards its seaward limit the
margins are increasingly sandy, eventually becoming small pocket
beaches. There are occasional rock outcrops such as at Groyne
Point.
Wave climate

Current erosion
and flood risks

Sediment
dynamics

The Helford Estuary is very sheltered from Atlantic swell and even its
east facing mouth is situated in a relatively low-energy environment.
Storms which originate from the east and south-east will cause some
propagation of wave energy into the main Helford Passage.
Some of the settlements have some vulnerability to the natural
development of the estuary, and structures have been built to
manage this. Some flood problems have been experienced at
Gweek.
The catchments of the rivers entering the estuary are quite small.
The estuary is probably, therefore, subject to low inflows of water,
that entrain little sediment into the estuary prism. However little if any
sediment appears to be available, either from rivers or the adjacent
coastlines.
Little sediment appears to be available to the estuary from the open
coast. River influx is probably also low, given the small size of the
associated catchments. This probably explains the relatively small
intertidal areas and the presence of exposed bedrock in some areas.
It is likely that relatively little sediment is lost from this estuary and
that the muds present have accreted over long periods.

Structures and
defences

There are wall defences at Durgan, which protect a number of
houses from flooding. Helford Passage is protected from erosion and
flooding by its beach and seawalls. Seawalls also protect buildings
and roads along the frontage around Helford.

Historical and
future shoreline
evolution

The estuary appears to have the capacity for further sedimentation,
because the intertidal area is small relative to the overall estuary
size.
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3.3.4

Helford Estuary to Lizard Point

S11 –
Helford Estuary
to Lizard Point

Picture:
Porthoustock
Beach and quarry

Description

This southeast facing, rugged coastline fronts an area that is
essentially farming and tourism based. However there are large
quarries and two fishing villages, Coverack and Cadgwith. The
quarries have had significant impacts on local beaches. Built assets
are generally sparse, although their number tends to increase towards
Lizard Point. There are significant heritage interests.
This coastline is recognised for its outstanding natural beauty and
diverse habitat types, including grassland, heathland, vegetated cliffs,
dunes, intertidal and marine.

Geology and
physical
controls

Futurecoast defines the geology here as : “…largely composed of
ancient resistant metamorphic rocks (mainly mica and hornblende
schists) into which serpentine and igneous materials have been
intruded.”
The area is noted for particular geological interest, notably around
Lizard Point. The cliffs at Coverack include an exposure of a rare
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Moho discontinuity; a boundary between rocks formed in both the
earth’s crust and mantle.
Geomorphology

This southeast facing, rugged coastline is largely comprised of open
hard rock sea cliffs, and includes lengths of narrow shingle beach and
pocket beaches.
Other beaches are located at Godrevy, Polcries and Kennack. These
are typically formed in bays at the mouth of streams discharging
across the rocky coastline, and are flanked by cliffs.

Wave climate

This coastline faces mostly east or south-east and is therefore
relatively sheltered from the dominant westerly Atlantic conditions. It is
however exposed to the more infrequent storms and large waves that
approach from the south and south-east.
Futurecoast estimates this area to have an annual 10% exceedance
significant wave height of 1.5 to 2 m. Although this may be true for the
offshore areas, nearshore 10% exceedance values are likely to be
significantly less than this, given the east or south-east facing nature of
the shoreline and beaches.

Current erosion
and flood risks
Sediment
dynamics
Structures and
defences

Foreshore erosion at Coverack is threatening a road. The village of
Cadgwith is at risk of coastal flooding
It is generally thought that there are few sediment links between the
isolated pocket beaches and most sediment movement is
onshore/offshore in response to seasonal variations in the wave
climate.
There are very few coastal defences due to the small number of
exposed properties and also, in part, because of natural beach
protection.
There are however seawalls behind the beach at Coverack, Kennack
Sands and Cadgwith. These are coast protection structures along the
cliff toe. There is also a small harbour breakwater at Coverack,
constructed on the rock platform, increasing the shelter of the south
end of the beach. At Porthoustock, quarry jetties have been built on
either side of the beach.
The beaches at Porthallow and Porthoustock (above) have been
artificially extended through the addition of quarry waste. The Areas
Benefiting from Defences project (Royal Haskoning 2006) reported a
relatively low sea defence crest elevation at Porthallow.

Historical and
future shoreline
evolution

The activity of the cliffs varies, depending on the local rock type and
head/ beach deposits. The rocks here are particularly resistant, and so
their level of activity is correspondingly low. Failures, when they do
occur, are normally debris slides in the head material, although
undercutting and failure of sheer bedrock also occurs.
There would be continued low rates of cliff and platform retreat
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throughout the frontage. Slow erosion of the cliffs flanking pocket
beaches will continue to provide a sediment input to the beach. These
beaches are likely to maintain their overall form, but may experience
some retreat.

3.4

Lizard Point to Penlee Point

Process Unit: Lizard Point to Penlee Point

Futurecoast’s
inshore wave
point
Penlee Point

Lizard Point

Figure 3.17

Lizard Point to Penlee Point

On the western side of the Lizard peninsula the coast is oriented north and west, towards
Mounts Bay. The bedrock geology is quite varied, as can be seen in Figure 3.18. Away
from the hard metamorphic and igneous rocks of the Lizard, described above, most of the
coast is composed of sandstone and mudstones, with occasional igneous intrusions, such
as the granite of St Michaels Mount. The Lands End granite essentially fixes the western
extent of the region.
St Michael’s Mount is an island at higher stages of the tide, and is connected to the
mainland by a causeway. It provides some protection to Marazion, and a sandy salient
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projects towards it.
The tidal range in this region is around 3.6 metres. Futurecoast explored the residual
currents driven by these tides, and provided the pattern illustrated in Figure 3.19. They
conclude that the tidal currents are typically less than 1 m/s, and drive no significant
sediment transport. Futurecoast also reports modelled inshore wave conditions at
Porthleven and Penzance from 1991 to 2000. At Porthleven the largest waves (greater
than 6.25 metres) and longest waves (longer than 15 seconds period) approach from
between 180 and 240 degrees (i.e. from southwest and south-southwest). At Penzance the
waves are more narrowly banded and approach from between 150 and 180 degrees (from
south-southeast). Here the largest waves are greater than 5.75 metres and more than 17
seconds period.

Figure 3.18
Bedrock geology and seabed sediments from Lizard Point to Penlee
Point (from Futurecoast).
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Figure 3.19
Futurecoast)

Tidal residuals close to Lizard Point and Penlee Point (from
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SMP1 concludes that there is relatively little sediment exchange between beaches held
within embayments along this coast. It is argued that material is instead moved offshore at
headlands due to increased wave activity at these locations, coupled with increased
seaward directed tidal currents and steeper sloping shore platforms.

Stream

Dunes

slowly eroding vegetated
head slopes

Figure 3.20

Poldhu cove
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Loe Bar

Figure 3.21
the river Cober

Porthleven Sands, including Loe barrier Bar and the flooded valley of

Cobbles
Sand
Trebarvah Cliff

Figure 3.22

Perran Sands
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Longrock

Red River
mouth

Penzance Harbour

Figure 3.23

Marazion Marsh

St Michaels Mount

Longrock

Beach accretion

Figure 3.24

Newlyn Harbour
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This region of coast is considered in five sections, divided at Gunwalloe Fishing Cove,
Porthleven, Marazion and Penzance.

3.4.1

Lizard Point to Gunwalloe Fishing Cove

S12 –
Lizard Point to
Gunwalloe

Picture:
Mullion Harbour

Description

This coastline is west and south-west facing and as such is very
exposed and rugged. As elsewhere along the south coast the
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predominant features are cliffs fronted by rock platforms. There are a
series of pocket beaches, and those at Polurrian, Poldhu and Church
Cove are small residential/ tourist centres. There is also some minor
development at Kynance Cove.
Much of this area is used for agriculture and nature conservation.
The National Trust owns much of the coastal zone, including farms
and the Predannack airfield. Urban development here is limited to
The Lizard and the small town of Mullion. Mullion was traditionally a
fishing village, and is now a National Trust site.
Geology and
physical
controls

Futurecoast (2002), defines the geology as serpentine and schists of
the Lizard Series, overlain by shallow head deposits, form cliffs of up
to 75m fronted by rock platforms and boulder beaches. To the north,
there are a combination of Devonian sandstones and slates, again
with rock platforms and boulder beaches.
This coast is notable for the small islands and rocks that have
become disconnected from the mainland due to cliff erosion and
rising seas.

Geomorphology

In addition to Polurrian, Poldhu and Church Cove beaches, small
pocket beaches have formed at Pentreath and Halzephron Cove.
Most of the beaches are composed of a mixture of sand and gravel,
and have formed where streams discharge into the sea. There are
sand dunes at the back of Poldhu (which is shown in Figure 3.20)
and Church Coves.

Wave climate

This region of coast faces the open Atlantic and is exposed to
extremely energetic waves from the west and south-west. The
annual 10% exceedance wave height is stated by Futurecoast
(2002) as being 2.0-2.5m.

Current erosion
and flood risks

Erosion rates are quite low due to the highly resistant nature of the
rock, although erosion has been reported as a concern in and
around Church Cove.
Exposure of weak head deposits in Polurrian Cove is allowing more
rapid cliff erosion in this location.

Sediment
dynamics

The patterns of sediment transport reported by SMP1 and
Futurecoast (2002) are cross-shore, except around Predannack
Head. There are no significant movements of sand or shingle outside
of, or between, the bays, and the small sediment volumes and highly
indented nature of the cliffed coastline results in very little net
movement of sediment.
Sand is currently extracted from the foreshore at Poldhu Cove, under
the terms of the ancient Sea Sand Act, representing a net loss of
sediment from the system.
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Structures and
defences

Church Cove is the site of the Church of St Winwaloe and its bell
tower, which is dug into the side of the cliff. In 1990 a rock wall and
stone revetment were constructed here to protect the church.
The small harbour at Mullion is protected by two breakwaters
(although the National Trust do not intend to carry out further
maintenance on these structures).

Historical and
future shoreline
evolution

The natural tendency on the pocket beaches would be for continued
slow erosion of the cliffs flanking the bays, providing a limited
sediment input to the beach. These beaches are likely to maintain
their overall form, but may experience some retreat. Backing lowlying areas are likely to experience some flooding under storm
conditions.
On the cliff and rock platform frontages there would be slow erosion
with actual rates varying dependant upon local geology. The bedrock
geology cliffs and platform are generally resistant to erosion, and it is
only the head deposits that would display any notable retreat. Beach
deposits are limited and where they do occur they are generally
stable, although they may exhibit some seasonal variation, and are
likely to retreat under the influence of sea-level rise (Futurecoast,
2002).

3.4.2

Gunwalloe Fishing Cove to Porthleven

S13 –
Gunwalloe to
Porthleven

Picture:
Loe Bar & Pool

A south-west facing, exposed and sparsely populated section of
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Description

coastline. The town of Porthleven has a developed and protected
frontage, with a small flood vulnerable area. Most of the land south
of Porthleven is owned by the National trust, and its use is restricted
to agriculture and nature conservation. There is a small residential
area at Gunwalloe.

Geology and
physical
controls

Cliffs of Devonian sedimentary rock back the beach at Porthleven.
To the south of Loe Pool the cliffs are composed of Gramscatho
Beds with interbedded slates and sandstones. To the north the cliffs
are Mylor Slates. These are overlain by head material, which reach
beach level towards Porthleven.

Geomorphology

In geomorphic terms the frontage between Gunwalloe and
Porthleven is unusually diverse. It includes soft cliffs prone to
erosion and Porthleven Sands, a four kilometre beach, apparently
swash-aligned, held between Baulk Head and Tye Rocks. In its
central part this beach acts as a barrier protecting a lagoon. Human
influence on the coastal processes has been particularly strong
here, and has included sediment extraction and forced breaching of
the barrier as well as coast protection.

Wave climate

Current erosion
and flood risks

Loe Bar is around 250 m wide, and reaches a height of around 10m
AOD. It crosses the valley of the river Cober, and protects the
lagoon of the Loe and Carminowe Creek. It is particularly unusual in
that it is composed of both sand and gravel.
As with the previous section of coastline, the Gunwalloe to
Porthleven shoreline faces the open fetch of the north Atlantic and
being south-west facing, is exposed to extremely energetic waves
from the west and south-west. Futurecoast (2002) states the annual
10% exceedance wave height as being 2.0 -2.5m.
The SMP1 reports that unlicensed sand and gravel extraction has
occurred at the beach at Gunwalloe, and that this has exacerbated
problems with the beach and cliff between Porthleven and
Gunwalloe.
The potential for cliff erosion in the west of this unit is reported in
SMP1. Futurecoast also notes extensive erosion in cliffs towards
Porthleven.

Sediment
dynamics

There is a risk of flooding from waves overtopping walls and
defences at Porthleven.
Modelling has suggested there is a potential eastward longshore
drift across this unit; however, it is probable that the net movement
is actually relatively low, rather the unit is swash aligned with
movements in both directions dependent upon short-term wave
conditions. This suggestion is supported by the lack of sediment
accumulation at the east end of the beach, although this may also
be partly attributed to the shingle extraction taking place there
(Futurecoast, 2002).
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